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A bit about TSP
Why TSP?
TSP is a boutique London
property agency, offering clients
a bespoke, personal service
unmatched by larger agencies.
We put our success down to
a relentless focus on helping
our clients make the right
property decisions, and tenant
relationships are always at the
heart of our approach.

Office
Leasing Guide
This Office Leasing Guide has been assembled by TSP’s Agency team
and offers a clear and concise step by step guide on the leasing
process for your commercial property. You will find information on:
The leasing process
Translating the leasing language
The top 10 pitfalls by occupiers when leasing
Frequently asked questions
The information in this handbook will assist you in making a more
knowledgeable decision while minimising disruption to your business.

Why engage
our services?
Our TSP Agency team can
help navigate your leasing
transactions, and offer expertise
and guidance on making
strategically sound, long term
decisions. TSP is uniquely
positioned to assist you in
finding innovative and practical
ways of achieving a financial
advantage from your commercial
property transactions.

Services
Tenant acquisitions and
disposals
Lease renewals
Negotiations
Lease administration
‘Stay or go’ appraisals
Dilapidations
Office relocation
Valuations
Preparation of schedule of
conditions
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The leasing
process
Step 1
Requirements

Should I stay or should I go?
DETERMINE YOUR PROPERTY
REQUIREMENTS
Confirm with landlord
opportunity of renewal.

Produce tick list of
requirements.
Evaluate market alternatives:
Relocate or renew.

Relocate or Renew

Confirm property requirement
evaluation.
Carry out property search.
Confirm property options and
assess via inspections.
Short-list options, design
consultants to evaluate space
efficiency.
Begin offer / counter-offer
process.

Step 3
Commit

renew

Relocate

Complete lease
documentation.
Commit to new or
(or existing) premises.
Celebrate!

Confirm with landlord
opportunity of renewal.

Negotiate terms.

1
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Step 1

Determine your property requirements

Understanding Forecasting
your business When evaluating commercial leasing decisions it’s crucial to consider
medium to long term business goals. The process of constructing a
needs
commercial property brief to achieve your objectives should take into
The first step of evaluating
your current business needs
and forecasting is crucial, and
assembling a team with a breadth
of skills to drive the project will
help you avoid those common
and costly traps.

Conduct accommodation
requirement evaluation.

Step 2

Office Leasing Guide

Contractual flexibility of office
space is arguably the most
important consideration in this
process, potential fluctuations
of headcount need to be taken
into consideration, brand values
and the effects an office move
may have on your staff. By
addressing these key areas you
will maximise the benefits of your
relocation or the reconfiguration
of your space.

account the following questions:

Is your business planning to expand or downscale in the future?
Does your budget allow for relocation costs including fit-outs and
maintenance?
Are you considering acquiring or merging with other companies?
What implications will moving office have on your customers and
employees?
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camden
£20 - £25 sq ft
£25 - £35 sq ft
£35 - £50 sq ft 6
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Relocating or
renewing

Rental values shown are
taken from the Q3 2014 TSP
Office Relocation Guide.

Before considering a relocation,
it’s worth examining if your
current premises
can meet your
PaddingtOn
maryLebOne
£32 - £40future
sq ft requirements.
£40 - £45Although
sq ft
relocating
has
multiple
£40 - £50 sq ft
£45 - £60 sqbenefits
ft
attracting
new
£50 - £60including
sq ft
£60 - £75
sq ft
business, executing the terms
of your current lease can be
complex and costly and may
not be in the company’s best
interest.

nOhO

£35 - £50 sq ft
£50 - £65 sq ft
£65 - £75 sq ft

Strong rental incentives may
appear more cost effective
in the long run rather than
restructuring or renewing your
current lease, but a relocation
budget including fit-out costs
and the disruption to your
business does need to be
accounted for.

Market
analysis

Location, location, location

w6

hammersmith

ec1

clerkenwell • Farringdon • barbican

e14

hOLbOrn

sOhO

£40 - £50 sq ft
£50 - £65 sq ft
£65 - £85 sq ft

canary Wharf • docklands

cOvent gard
£38 - £45 sq f
£45 - £60 sq f
£60 - £70 sq f

st James

£50 - £70 sq ft
£70 - £90 sq ft
£90 - £120 sq ft

victOria

£35 - £45 sq ft
£45 - £55 sq ft
£55 - £65 sq ft

Perhaps the most overused phrase in property, but deciding where you
want to be and why is crucial to your business. Ask yourself:

During the first phase it’s
important you appoint an agent
What is important to your organisation?
who can offer a current market
What do you need to be near to (eg transportation, a client)?
analysis on your locations of
How much space will you require?
interest. By understanding
What does the locations image and reputation say about your
the current office rental
brand?
values, availability and supply
projections
in these
areas
you• Marylebone
• Mayfair
• noho
ec3 Towerhill
w1 Soho
wc2 covent garden • Strand
will be in a better position to
At TSP we can provide a property search and a financial
evaluate your
options.
report analysing
costs over the entireec4
leaseSt.term.
• camden
Paul’s • blackfrairs
n1 islingstontotal
w2 Paddington • Marylebone

eustOn

£30 - £38 sq ft
£38 - £50 sq ft
£50 - £65 sq ft

£30 - £40 sq ft
£40 - £55 sq ft
£55 - £62 sq ft

knightsbridge
£37 - £45 sq ft
£45 - £65 sq ft
£65 - £85 sq ft

hammersmith
£25 - £30 sq ft
£30 - £40 sq ft
£40 - £47 sq ft

If moving office proves to be the best course of
action for your business, then planning is key.
At TSP we have devised a clear and effective
Office Relocation Guide with a 6 point
process to help guide you every step of the way
St. james’s • victoria
to helpsw1
you find and acquire an office that’s
exactlysw3
right
for you
and your employees.
knightsbridge
• chelsea
sw7

kings c
£30 - £38
£38 - £50
£50 - £65

knightsbridge • South kensington

waterLOO

£25 - £30 sq ft
£30 - £37.50 sq ft
£37.50 - £50 sq ft
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Step 2

Evaluate your options

Short list your options

Negotiations

When examining alternative premises you should consider the timing,
financial and other incentives that may be offered. Although it may be
more cost effecive to conduct an independent search, by appointing
an agent, you have the benefit of their relationship with other local
agents and also their expertise on the current market conditions.

Should you decide that
remaining in your existing
premises is a better option, then
use this as an opportunity to
negotiate with the landlord more
attractive terms. Having a solid
understanding of what it is you
have to offer will put you in the
best negotiating position.

When evaluating your alternative options you should aim for a short
list or three of four properties and ensure you establish methods to
compare the financial implications, by doing this you can dramatically
improve productivity in the decision making process.
Some effective ways of measuring the financial aspects of leasing are:
Size of space required
Number of employees (consider expansion or downsizing)
Space configuration
Budget
£ per sq. ft. analysis

2
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diLaPidatiOns
exPlained
dilapidations are a state of
disrepair in property for which
there is a legal liability to remedy.
Failure to observe, prepare or
comply with your lease terms
can be costly and could lead to
legal dispute.
at TSP we help our clients
avoid these pitfalls by providing
simple, impartial guidance whilst
exceeding clients expectations,
every time.

In simplest terms, just leave
the property as you found it.
Most leases come with repairing obligations, and it is crucial that the
dilapidation requirements of a lease are complied with to avoid what
can be extremely costly penalties.
A common error made by tenants is not allowing enough time to
address their dilapidation obligations, and therefore planning for the
dilapidations and relocation process ahead of your lease break or
expiry is absolutely vital.
There is no doubt that actually carrying out the work independently
can often prove to be financially advantageous for a company, but
once a lease has expired, the tenant loses the right to do so and
negotiating the costs become the only option.
Download the TSP Dilapidation Brochure.

DILAPI
DILAPIDATION
DATIONS
DILAPIDATIONS
WE FOUND THEIR
KNOWLEDGE OF THE
MARKET AND INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE TO BE
INVALUABLE DURING
THIS PROCESS
Aisling Duffy
Chief Executive, Certitude
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Step 3
Time to commit
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Completing
the leasing
process and
commencing
the fit-out
process.

Once the terms of a lease
agreement are negotiated it’s
time for all parties to agree the
Heads of Terms. The document
is a summary of the main terms
of the lease. These are then
used by the solicitors so the
leasing documents can be
finalised.

Office fit-out
Once the legalities have been
finalised and the agreement
completed, the tenant is then
able to appoint a fit-out designer
to make the necessary changes
to meet your exact requirements.
The fit-out is what most will
have been long waiting for, and
is certainly an opportunity to
be creative. However the fitout should be considered as an
investment in the development
and growth of the company, and
that ties in with your corporate
strategy and requirements.
Working through the design
process carefully will ultimately
contribute to a more productive
and collaborative working
environment for your employees
and all who visit.

9
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Translating the
leasing language
Rent review

Alienation

Rent reviews typically appear
every three to five years and
allow the periodical adjustment
of commercial rents to the
market level at the date of
review. They tend to take place
at set intervals agreed in the rent
review clause(s) in the lease.

At some point you may need to
let some of your office space
to a partnering organisation, or
dispose of the lease and reduce
your overheads. Alienation
provisions in the lease will allow
you to either assign or sublet
to a new tenant, subject to the
landlord’s approval.

FRI Leases

In order to be flexible and adapt
to the changes the business may
demand, it is important to ensure
your lease has alienation.

An FRI lease is the abbreviated
term for a lease which imposes
full repairing and insuring
obligations on the tenant,
relieving the landlord from all
liability for the cost of insurance
and repairs.

Break Clauses
When signing a longer term
lease you will have the
opportunity to insert break
clauses. These should be
requested at set intervals or
dates, and careful attention
should be given when these are
applied as they allow the option
to legally vacate.
By coordinating the break
clauses at the same time as
a Rent Review you will give
yourself a stronger position
for negotiating any increase in
costs, as you will have the option
to vacate the premises.

Repairs/
Decoration
Leases will either be full
repairing and insuring or internal
repairing and insuring. With both
of these leases come repairing
and decoration obligations and
responsibilities.
When negotiating the general
repair clause for a new
building, try to negotiate a
lesser liability, for example; an
internal repairing and insuring
lease or agreeing to a schedule
of condition which limits your
liability to the state of repair at
signing the lease.

Landlord and
Tenant Act
Leases are usually described
as being ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of
the Act. Those leases inside of
the Act afford tenants greater
protection because, upon expiry
the landlord will only be able to
oppose granting a new lease
if they have specific grounds.
One example is if they have firm
plans to redevelop. In this event
compensation would be payable
to the tenant. Leases which
are outside of the Act do not
have this protection and simply
end upon expiry. This can put
tenants in a weaker negotiating
position if they have not agreed
a renewal or found alternative
premises in time.

Service Charge
This is a regular charge levied
by the landlord for the upkeep
and maintenance of a building.
Service charges are typically
payable in multi-occupancy
buildings and could cover
things like external repairs, lift
maintenance and provision of
security staff.
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Top 10 lease
pitfalls made
by occupiers
when leasing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
#

#

Lacking clearly defined business or property objectives.

#

Focusing exclusively on financial costs.

#

Agreeing with landlord favourable terms.

#

Failing to appoint a project leader as the internal point of contact to
oversee the project.

#

Making inaccurate estimations of the company’s space
requirements.

#

Acting too slowly once a decision is made, and consequently missing
out on opportunities.

#

#

#

Putting yourself at a disadvantage by beginning renewal or new
lease negotiations too late.

Failing to allow for future expansion or contraction.

Leaving property searches until the last minute.
Failing to leave enough time at the end of the lease to fulfil
obligations such as dilapidations.
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Frequently
asked questions
Are there any
additional
costs on the
property apart
from rent?
There are always additional
costs when it comes to property.
With a commercial property,
standard extra property costs
will include business rates,
utilities, service charge, VAT,
building insurance and in some
instances a deposit and stamp
duty.

I want to make
alterations to
the property –
can I do this?
Generally yes, but this will
depend on lease terms and
the proposed alterations. Most
leases will allow for internal
partitioning to be carried out
but it is likely to be subject to
the landlord’s consent. More
substantial works not listed
within the lease will require a
licence of alteration which is
drawn up and agreed by both
parties’ solicitors.

You will also be required to
return the property to its original
state at the end of the lease, so
costs of both the installation and
removal of alterations need to be
considered.

What happens
if during my
lease I no
longer require
the property?
If a tenant no longer requires
the property there are ways to
dispose of a tenant’s interest in
a lease, however the method
of disposal will depend on the
terms agreed. The disposal of a
lease can be via a break option
or a sublet/assignment of the
lease.
Alternatively you could
surrender the lease at a
cost, subject to the landlord’s
approval. The cost could be the
full amount of the rent, service
charge, utilities, business rates
and building insurance until the

lease ends or at the next break
date, depending on prevailing
market conditions.

How long does
the leasing
process take?
Occupiers underestimate
the amount of time it takes
to acquire a new property. A
property search will take a few
weeks, negotiations will take
a couple of weeks and legals
generally take 6 – 8 weeks. If a
fit-out is required this also needs
to be taken into consideration.
At TSP we generally recommend
at least six months for a property
search, and much longer for
larger requirements.

How can I
negotiate the
best deals?
Market knowledge is the best
tool in negotiating the best deal.

At TSP our surveyors
would be happy to assist
you with their knowledge
and negotiation expertise.
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WE WOULD LOVE TO
HEAR FROM YOU

JONATHAN VANSTONE-WALKER
HEAD SURVEYOR
t: 020 7284 9044
e: jvw@tspuk.com

JEN CAPLAN
SURVEYOR
t: 020 7284 9050
e: jc@tspuk.com

TSP
Commercial Property Services
190 Camden High Street
London, NW1 8QP

020 7284 9040
www.tspuk.com @thirdsectorprop

Third Sector Property is Regulated by RICS | RICS Firm No. 717029 | Company Registration No. 6807280 | VAT No. 977 5366 61

JAMES KEISNER
AGENT
t: 020 7284 9057
e: jk@tspuk.com

